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1.0 INTRODUCTION
l.i Scope and Purpose of Report
This progress report covers activities during the third
quarter, November 25, 1975 through February 25, 1976, for
LANDSAT Investigation n23790. This investigation is funded
for 19 months to develop techniques Vin. Texas state agencies
for using LANDSAT-data to inventory and monitor coastal re-
saurces and uses, Tate General Land Office (GLO} is the Texas.
.agency coordinating this investigation.. Other participating
agencies are the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG}, Texas
Water Development Board (TWDB}, and Texas _Parks . and Wi1d7ife
Department (TPWD}.
1.2 Summary of Wark Performed
r
During the third reporting period mast of the accomplish-
ments have dealt with refining techniques for extracting infar-
mation from LANDSAT data. Specific accomplishments for the
third quarter have been 1) to modify part of the detection and
mapping (DANE} package so that printer maps, scaled and registered
to U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 minute topographic maps, can be generated fnr
-the ADP classification results, 2} to develop a biological verifi-
cation procedure ;Far documenting plant Species that occur in marsh,
3
3) to apply new procedures far correlating the image interpretation
;^
line boundary map with: the scaled and .registered. ADP d^spiay, 4}
to initiate examination of a near area, -test side 2, using prose-
dures developed in test site 3, and 5) to summarize the interim
l
i
I	 ^	 ^	 i
status of data acquisition, data analysis, end infarmatian display
capabilities for ^.:he design of the LANDSAT^bassd monitoring
System.
2.0 PROBE^EMS
2.i Technical Problems
No technical problems relating to image interpretation
procedures were encountered during this quarter. The techniques
outlined in Section 3.3 of the second quarterly report (Jones, et al.,
1975) have been applied to data from test-site 2 (Scene 1289
162fi1, 8 May 73) without the need for modification.
Problems encountered in the A^"]P classification of the LA^IDSAT
data centered around the gathering of training statistics discussed
.
in Section 3.1.2. In clustering a test site, several classes are
R
produced which have large standard deviations, These classes are
small (less. than l°G of pixels included in training area.}, scattered,
and usually associated with shoreline features at the land/water
transition zone. Breaking such classes into their composite sub-	 ^
classes to achieve tighter standard deviations has been difficult,
time consuming, and .generally unsatisfactory. While same sub-
classes have-been isolated, others have eluded detection because
of their small size, and hence, remain unclassified.	 1
Another problem involves the look-up table in the BLLTAB
classifier. Programming canstrai^ts currently limit the combined
table size to 12,OflQ wards.. Due to the .spectral complexity of
2
I	 I	 ^	 l	 I
the coastal areas, this limit is often exceeded. 5olutio;5 being
explored involve either 1} program modifications to allow in-
creasing the table size, ar 2} separate classification of land and
water features to reduce the size of the table needed in a given
run.
2.2 Staffing Changes___
Bureau of Economic Geology (BAG)_. Mr. Robert Baumgardner
has replaced Mr. Samual Shannon as assistant to Dr. Robert Finley
at the Bureau of Economic Geology, Mr. Baumgardner has a B. A.
degree in zoology from the University of Texas at Austin and is
currently working toward an M. A. degree in geology at this
same school.
Texas Parks and ^lildiife Department (TPWD). Mr. Larry Lodwick,
a staff research botanist in the Parks Division of TPWD has been
	
assigned part-time from the Austin office. Mr. Lodwick's duties	 j
	
include 1) assisting George Clements by designing an appropriate 	 1
field approach to document plant composition within the marshes, and
2} consulting on the definition - and correlation of coastal vegetation
with LAf^DSAT marsh classes.
ii
si
^	 ^I	 i
3.1.1 Area Description of Test Site 3_
^;
^^{
	
	
Test site 3 overlays parts of San Antonio and Espiritu
Santo Bays Figure 1), which contain over 16,500 acres of salt
marsh located mostly along the bayward shore of Matagorda Island,
,
including the marshes at Pass Gavallo near Port Q'Connor. Char-
acteristic salt and brackish marsh plant species inrinde
Spartina alterniflora, 5partina spartinae, Qistichlis sp'cata,
..
Monanthochloe iittoraiis, Batis maritima, and Borrichia frutescens.
Approximately 12,80D acres of brackish to fresh marsh is
found in the upper reaches of San Antonio Bay, above Hynes Bay
and Mission Lake on the delta of the Guadalupe River. Character-
istic plants in these marshes include Phra^mites communnis,
Spartina. atens, 5partina spartinae, and dunces spp.
The climate of this portion of the Texas Gulf Caast is
5ubhumid, :urm temperate. Average a^nuai rainfai^ is 34 inches
and the temperature ranges from about 20°F to 90°F or more during
the summer months. Winters are usually very mild, having an
average of only seven days of freezing or below freezing weather . -
per annum (Texas Parks. and W71d1ife Qepartment, 1975.).
The-area is relatively rural, having only two major industrial
plants-in the county .(such as onion Carbide near Mission Lake on the
Austwell quadrangle} and a.few sma11 communities characterized by
widely spaced buildings and large, grass-covered lots. These
small- commur^i^ies, such-as Austwell (population 284) and Part
O`Connor {population 35Q? are devoted to farming, or sport and
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ccmmercial fishing (The Oa71as Morning News, 1972}. Tie acreage
of rangeland devoted to beef production is over twice that devoted
to croplands in the area. The two major crops are rice and sorghum.
Minor craps include cotton, soybeans, `flax and sunflowers. The
majority of - the rangeland. is unimproved, consisting of mixed native
grasses, shrubs, and trees (Gilbert Heideman, County Agricultural
Extension Agent, personal communication, 1976}.
The areas of emphasis within test site 3 are those with the
most extensive wetlands, correspondir.^ to the Austweli, Mosquito
Point, Port O'Connor and Pass Cavalla 5. W. quadrangles (Figures 7
and 2). Elevations of 5 feet or less above Mean .Sea Level are generally
encountered, with the exception of the Matagorda Island dunes and
barrier flat, and the rangeland northwest of Port O`Connor.
The central feature of the Austwell quadrangle, the Guadalupe
River delta consists of del-talc muds and sands and associated
levee and ct •evasse splay deposits of mud, silt and sand {McGowan,
J. M., ec al, 1976}. Marshes and grasslands with scattered shrubs
are present. The river and its distributaries are bordered by
thin belts of woodl - and which are detectable on LANOSAT imagery
by the. human interpreter, more an the basis of form than radiance.
The areas at the junction of San Antonio and Espiritu Santo
_Bays, shown an-the Mosquito Point quadrangle, include salt marshes,
.tidal .flats with sparse vegetation and dredge spoil from the
.Victoria Barge .Canal and Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. Vegetated
spoil is distinguishable an the basis of form and position, in
addition to radiance, as is also the-case for beaches. vs. _barren spoil.
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a^,	 :, Figure 2. dine boundary map showing each of
1	 ;^ the distinctive units for which a
'	 -`}'^	 `'r classi-^ication decision was made in
,^-,	 , site 3.
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iThe flood-tidal delta marshes of the Pass Cavailo area are the
most extensive salt marshes in test site 3 and are the most simi-
lar in physiography to the well lcnawn law marshes of the southeastern
^lnited States. The dominant species are Spartina alterniflara,
Batis maritima and Salicarnia spp. in the law areas most subject
to tidal inundation. Black mangrove (Avicennia germinans) is also
present but not in stands extensive enough to 6e detected an
LANDSAT imagery.
Cropland in site 3 is concentrated over Pleistocene inter-
distributary mud with distributary silts and sands (^^cGawen, J. H.
et al., 1976). Pleistocene marine deltaic sand, barrier si:rand-
plain sands and sheet sands are not favorable far crops and
therefore such areas are-used as range-pasture lands. The latter
include Ingleside sands southwest of Port O'Connor and south-
southwest of Austwe1i, which appear mottled on E.ANDSAT imagery due
to accumulation of mud and organic material in isolated low de-
pressions.-
3.1.2 ADP Reclassification of Test Site 3
poring this quarter, test site 3 was reclassified for two
reasons: (1) the capability of producing registered printer
maps is now available, and t2) a u^^iform, automatic data processing
(ADP) classification for all areas within the site is desirable
for correlation purposes. Previously, each area had been class-
ified separately. The .new classification used ISOC^S to produce
^, ..
.^
8
I	 ^	 i
the class statistics and BL!_TAB to classify the data.
The use of ISQCLS to develop the class statistics is the most
critical part of the classification procedure, since the static-^
tics determine the sensitivity of the classification. The initial
1SOCL5 run was made using t1^c fold nt^ng parameters:
{1) one sixth of the area, every third line and every second
saaipi e, was cl dste ►^ed;
^2} the minitnum number of pixels per . class, NMIN, was set
at l^ of the. pixels clustered;
{3) the number of iterations, ISTOP, was set at 1Q;
-	 {4) the maximum number of clusters, s+iAXCLS, was se-^ at 3a;
.	 {5} the maximum allowable standard devie.tion, STDMAX, was
set at 3.C; and
(5) clusters separa-Eed by a distance of less than Di;MIN=2.0
-were-combined.
i^iith these input parair^eters, ^SOCLS produced l9 classes, three of
which were small, scattered classes-with large stanchrd deviations.
Problems working with such, classes are discussed in Section 2.0.
-
The statistics for-the classes were used. by i:LLTAB to classify
	
-< i
the areas ofi interest within the site. `A recently modified version
of DAM, the Detection and Mapping Package {for water) developed
.^
,:
	
'^
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1
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by NASA, Johnson Space Center {JSC), was then used to produce
printer maps scaled and registered to 7 1/Z minute U.S.G.S. gr^ad-
rangle sheets (Appendix A}, The changes to DAM consisted of the
modification of one program, iNAPR^IT, and the replacement of one
.subroutine, REAE}2^f, by another, RDCLAS. Some of the 19 classes
were combined, in printing the registered maps in order to facili-
tate correlation with catagories on other map data, such as the BEG
Coastal Atlas series .
3.1.3 Correlation of ADP Spectral Classes with Image Interpre^
Cation Results
Enlargement of portions of the 1:125,QOQ image interpre^
Cation line boundary map {Figure 2) to the 1:2,000 scale of the
.automatic data processing (ADP) display - has greatly aided correla-
Lion of the two products. The enlargement is made from the line
boundary map scribe sheet, that is projected on a photographic matte
film which will accept in^C or pencil annotatifln. The alphabetic
abbreviation for each class on the classification scheme ^s added
for each of the delineated arias, and the sheet is then overlain an
the quadrangle-registered, ADP display for correlation purposes
{figure 3). .This correlation techniques was conceived by Mr. Bi11
Hupp {TWDB), and the gverlay produced orb equipment of the Texas
State . Highway Department.
Registration between the film overlay, the Austwell quad-
rangle, and the registered kDP displ ay was good, thoughnot per•Fect,
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Figure 3. Correlation on part of Au^^well quadrangle using an enlarge-
ment of the image interpretation line boundary map overlayed
an the scaled and registered ADP display, l'he large numbers
.refer to results of the correlation process mentioned in
Section 3.1.3. Nand written symbols on this working copy	 i
refer to the classification scheme: eg., Wlm=Low marsh, 	 ^
Whm=high marsh, A=agricultural land, G=grassland, Wam=mixed	 I
woodland, WAmt=moderately turbid water, WAt =highly turbid water,
Bu=undifferentiated barren.
Ali ^^
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considering the production of the film overlay - front unrectified
1.ANDSAT data that was enlarged, first from 1:1,QOO,G00 to 1:125,OOQ, 	 `
u
and then from 1:125,OD0 to 1:24,000. The large ntambers on Figure 3
refer to the following observations that have resulted from the
correlation process:
1) A narrow strip of fluvial woodlands, verified from
aerial photography (^{ission 300) and field worfc was
mapped along the Guadalupe River an - the image inter-
pt•etatlon, but not on the A0P product. This class
was omitted from the ADP results, possibly-because
_.	 the radiance was not distinctive enough and the sample
of woodland too - small, relative to an adjoining grass-
land area.
i
2} Avery high reflectance, barren area in a Grass-
-	
land-area was classified as undifferentiated
barren land on the image int.^erpretation:.and was
i
verified from aerial photography, but was not
delineated as a saparatL class on one of :the earlier
versions of the ADP product. This barren - area was
resolved with further ADP warfc.
3} Two ADP classes generally corresponded in
location (with some other RDP classes scattered.
throughout) to the image.interpretatian classes
of topographically low, wet marsh and topographically
;;	 12
1
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higher, less wet marsh which grades into range-
i
}^asture grasslands. This general correspondence of
one ADP class per image interpretation marsh class
may make p055ib1e the discrimination of the two
marsh types if this distinction is verified by field
examination.
4-} Correspondence between image interpretation and ADP
analysis of -Fallow agricultural fields was ex-
cellent, since the bare mud substrate on the
29 March 1974 scene provided high radiance contrast
with surrounding range-pasture grasslands.
.Further qualitative comparisons of this type tivill be used to build_
a table of the types of differences and similarities between
the ADP and image interpretation products revealed by detailed
correlation..
3.I.A^ Field Verification Approaches
Biological field verification is conducted as required by
the image interpreter of the project in order to assist in cor-
relating ADP products wii;h imagery and also to document the marsh
vegetation represented in the ADP and .image interpretation.
 marsh..
classes. Vegetation sampling-sites are chosen within.spectra^ly
uniform areas on the ADP and image interpretation results, and
.then located on U.S.G.S. 7 112 minute topographic maps. .The
E
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Field approach currently being perfor^ed uses the point intercept
""'	 I
^" ^ ^	 method ^ Appendi x B) .{.	 f
-	 ^
Most sampling sites selected during this reporting period
are nprmaiiy accessible only by small boat. 	 Due to unusually
low tides during February, these arias have been inaccessible
even. to the smallest TPWD outboard skiffs. 	 Thus, at this time,
only a few field transacts for vegetation types that .were
accessible by land have been accomplished.
The geologic verification procedure includes extensive use
of available-mapping, aircraft photography.and published reports
as the basis for ground truth. 	 In addition, time histories of weather
conditions have been compiled for-the week ending with the date of
the.LAf^DSAT image, as an aid i n interpreting each scene.
	 Figure 4
shows wind data far the 22 . 30 March 74 period which includes the '
29 March 74 scene. of test site 3 and is based on 11. S. Weather
Service data.. taken at Victoria, Texas.
	 As this station is same 35
miles inland from the test site the pracise velocities will not
E
apply to the coastal area^^ - but the c^etierai onshore or offshore
direction and relative duration are probably similar.	 grecipita^
tior^ data is also being compiled-and tide - gauge-data has been
obtained from the L1. S: Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston District.
The large scale photography of Missions 300 and-325, as well-
as the smaller scale photography for the entire Texas coastal zone, j.
have been very useful in interpreting questiona6ie features on the
p
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Figure 4. Wind data prior to the 29 March 1974 image shows
that wind strengths were low, and therefore, water
levels would not be wind influenced. Effective winds
are those above 10.4 knots (12 mph), and S=(V-10.4
knots) 2 (d} where V=ok^served velocity and d=wind dur-
ation (Price, 1975). Data are plotted at 3-hour
intervals, and shaded areas indicate periods of
effective winds and the associated peak strength.
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LAN^SAT imagery. When this photography is utii'ized with the
^'	 L^nvi ronments a;'id Bi of ogi c Assembi ages and Envi ranmentai Gevl ogy
r .^•^
t:^
sheets of the ^oastai Rtlas (McGowan, J. 1.1„ et ai., 1975), an
excellent natural resource base of information exists for test site
3. It is anticipated that one additional field trip wi11 be made
for geologic verification following the interpretation of all
scenes for this test site.
3.2 Examination of Test Site 2 (West Galveston Bay Area)
3.2.1 Preliminary+ Site Description and Image Interpretation
—.	 ^^	 ,
Results
After examination of topographic maps, Environmental
Geaiogic Canstal Atlas maps (McGowan, ^. H., et ai., 1975) and
- NASA aircraft photography covering the Freeport-West Galveston
Bay area (Site 2), a visit to test site 2 was..made on 27-2$
i
January 1976. The ob,iectiue was to gain same familiarity with
patterns of land use, geologic materials and the distribution
and general-types of vegetation prior to LANDSAT image inter-
pretation. Test site 2, located about 60 miles northeast .from test
site 3, is probably the most diverse among_a11 the test sites in
that it includes: _	 ;L
(1) the. urban areas of Freeport, Lake_Jackson and- Ciute, as
''	 wail as. numerous smaller developed arias;
^^
(2) mayor chemical and petroleum-production related Indus-
	
a
trial sites along with numerous smaller sites for
	 ,
^^,^
..	 I	 -	 -
	
b
industries serving the petrocher^ical complexes;
_;
i6
G
^ ^ ^^ ^i	 ^	 I
(3) the 8razospart shipping facilities;
r
u
(^) many dredged channels associated with the area's
commercial activities;
(5) a system of hurricane protection dikes resulting in
non-natural contrasts in vegetation type over short
distances;
(6) and, extensive wetlands associated with a strand-
plain tyke of shoreline developed on a Holocene deltaic
	 -%
haadland {McGawen and scoff, 1975}.
Phi s complexity has resulted in the large number of individual
areas delineated on the line boundary map (Figure 5), interpreted
from scene 1289 ^ 1.6261, 8 May 1973. `fhe presence of many active
and abandoned stream channels, ponds, oxbow lakes and low marsh
areas resulted in the delineation of numerous small units on-the-
basis of form ar^d texture.
3.2.2 Preliminary ADP Classification 	 j
ADP classification of test site 2 (scene 1289-1G261, 8 May
.1973) was begun during this quarter, and followed the procedures
.described for test site 3 in the preceding progress report. DAM
was used to classify water and to register the classified results
to U.5,G.5. 7.5 minute topographic maps. F50G1.5 was used to pro- i
duce a uniform set o^ statistics far the site. Again, the prgblem
j
l7
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._ ^^
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^^
^^
^pO^^^
ti	
STATUTE MILES	 8 MAY 1973
^_	 4	 8	 12	 SCENE 1289-Ifi261
SCALE
Figure 5. Aline boundary map of site 2 showing
the complex active and abandoned drainage
patterns associated with this strandplain
shoreline.
previously noted, that of small-member, scattered classes with
large standard deviations, was encountered. ELLTAB was used
to generate a preliminary classification oi' the area. land
features and water features were classified in separate runs
when-the combined look-up table exceeded the storage aiioted
to it. Registered classification maps are currently being
produced for - test site z that contain sane areas of unclassified
data. As soon as these difficulties with the. poor statistics.
have been resolved, -another classification at the site will be
produced for correlation with the image interpretation results.
3.3 Interim Status of ^ionitarin S stem Des? n
3.3.1 Data Acquisition
The current status of IANDSAT data acr^uisition to support,
this investigation is reflected in Appendix C. The primary em-
phasis was pi aced on acquiring CCT's for sites ^ ar^d 5 based on a
review of the corresponding imagery which was previously ordered,
In addition, all required imagery and tapes were ordered for
LANDSAT scene - 2375 - 16112, (1 February, 1976) covering site 2.
This will provide a good winter scene of the site using the most
current coverage which can be received within the time constraints
of _the project.
The "Suggested Purchase Package for LANDSAT Imagery Scenes"
Table 1) provides the necessary imagery to satisfy the imagery
interpretation aspects of thjs inves^Ligation. Tn addition to
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Suggested Purchase Pac[cagP For
LAN05A1' imagery Scenes
Item	 Scale Band Cn st
1) color transparency	 1:1_.000, 000 composite $^,^. 00
2} B 8s ^+V paint	 1:50, 000 5 l5. 00
7 15.00
3) B & W positive
	
1:I, 000, 000 4 5..00
transparency 5 5. 00
^ 5, 00
7 5. o0
4) B & V^ negative	 1:1, 000, 000 5 6. 00
transparency 7 6.00
Cost if color master available .	 . .$74.00
Additional cost of color master , $50, 00	 ^
Possihie cost i^ color . zxxastp r needed $124. 00
9
1
za
---
^i
....^
i	 I	 ^	 ^	 I	 l
these req€^irements, the ADP classification effort requires the
Computer Compatible Tapes (CCT} and a black -and-white positive
transparency of Band 7 to support the Detectio^^i and Mapping (DAM)
classification of land vs. water.
.
Experience gained from previous orders of ^.A^lDSAT materials
placed with the ERgS Data Center ( EDC) indicate the .following de--
livery schedules: Black and white imagery of the 4 bands and the
:^;T's require 4-6 weeks from the date of acquisition by the initial
,^
processing site ( Goddard) for delivery of a "master" copy to EDC.
Dnce these copies are available at EDC, it requires 2-3 weeks for
production of black and white or color composite imagery products
if the color composite "master," has already been produced. Pro-
duction of the color "master" . will require an additional 2-3 days.
Delivery of the CCT's requires 7-10 days. Shipping time wi11
probably add 2-3 days to each delivery. These time games quoted
above are generally maximums and in most cases delivery will be
made in 1e55 time.
3.3.2 Interim Status of ADP and Image Tnternretation Techniques
A revision of the ADP classification schedule presented
in the last quarterly report is included in Table 2. Except for
some changes in the parameters used in step 9 for developing
clans statistics using ISDCLS, only miner revisiar^s in the ADP
Classification schedule are anticipated during the next quarter.
	
i
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Table 2
^^ ^t'	 ^.ANDSAT ADP Classification Schedul e
Scene Yn;
Test Site:
Descripti on :
1. Select LANDSAT scene and .determine data tapes iD number.
2. Examine available imagery.
3. estimate scan line and sar^^ple numbers for_the areas of Interest.
4. Merge data tapes if necessary.
5. Generate grayscale maps of the area. (GRAYMAP)
fi. Obtain meteorological data (precip, wind, tides).
7. - Locate control poi nts -for the- scene for regi strati ors and scaling.
$. Classify water using DAM.
9. Cluster all training areas within the scene (iSOCL5}.
10. Examine class statistics.
il. Refine a training c1 ass if indicated by step lO.
12. Use class statistics to build the 1 oo^C^-up table (ELLTAB) .
13. Classify the area {^LLTAB}.
l4. Register and display the classified results (REGISTER).
l5. Outline or color code homogeneous areas.
16. Examine the classification map.
i7, 5top if satisfied with - the results.
}8. Retrain on unclassified or poorly sepa^^ated areas {iSUELS}.
19. Ga to - step l2.
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^'	 The techniques thus far developed for LANDSAT image inter=
^^^	 pretation at a 1:125,000 scale have formed the basis fcr the schedule
^.of
of analysis of each scene outlined in Table 3. Note that a general
acquaintance (steps 1 and 2) with the area is considered necessary-
before the line boundary delineation and area classification
procedures are undertaKen. Data review during step l is not as 	 .
detailed as in step s during the verification procedure.
The accuracy evaluation procedure (step 8) will involve a
qualitative analysis of the differences between LANDSAT image
interpretations, ADP products and a third source of information.
`this latter will primarily be a combinat{on of the NASA large scale	 ^^
aircraft photography of each test site and maps from the Environ-
mental Geologic Coastal Atlas series (University of Texas, bureau
of Economic Geology, 1972-). Results will include a table of the
3
types of differences between LANDSAT and larger scale data and the
3
frequency with which they were encountered. The Viable will include 	 '
i
each of the categories in the land use classification scheme for
image int^rpretatian.
a
3.3.3 Interim Disolav Products
A^: this time the products that we are considering to
display the image interpretation and ADP classification efforts
wild be of two types:
1} Printer maps scaled and registered to L^SGS 7 1/2 minute
topographic maps (1:24,000 scale) showing-the-ADP
classification. These maps must be hand colored,
23
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Table 3.
^^	 'Schedule For Image Interpretation Analysis
i
^'^	 1. Review aerial photography, Coastal Atlas Maps, and published
tide and weather data for test-site and image date.
2. Take a preliminary field trip to become generally acquainted with
-	 test site may include oblique aerial photography)..
3. Complete line boundary map of test site area
4. Classify features delineated according to the modified Anderson
system.
'	 S. Study supportive data in detail, review results, field check and
correlate with biological verification,
^, Document results for tt':e scene, especially problems and unique
aspects of the imagery.
7. Produce corrected image interpretation at 1:125,x00 scale and
overlays of selected quadrangles at 1:Z^,xOD scale.
8. Qualitative analysis of the classification products to evaluate
accuracy, utilizing aerial photography, Coastal Atlas maps and
field results.
^. €valuate format and content of resulting map.
10. Evaluate image interpretation of this scene ire conjunction with other
scenes for the same test site.
I;, -	 taped together, and trimmed to be used. In addi-
^+
^`	 tion, the information on these maps must be further
interpreted to make them completely compatible with
the classification scheme that we have developed.
2) The image interpretation display product (1:125,QOD
scale} will be reproduced on a stable white plastic
material, and hand colored to show the classification
of all areas delineated on the .line boundary map.
Por this product the interpretation will be based on
the classification scheme.
Since this investigation does not contemplate generating a
map series, these products or interira versions similar to these
will be all that we will attempt.
The 1"^IRIS however, is investigating alternative ways o-F
	 ';
generating hard copy color final products of ADP results, sa-that this 	 ''.
s+^rvice would be available to users of TNRIS. For example, TNRIS
a
1
- has requested that Seiscam Delta, of Houston, Texas, generate a color
version of the Austwell classification developed in this investigation,
and also submit a price list for different scales and volumes of
products following this theme.
	 '',
The products discussed above will be those compared to other	 .'
information products of similar nature in the cost-savings analysis.
1
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3,4 Program for the Next Reporting interval,_
The following activities are planned for the next
quarter:
1} Techniques developed for analyzing LANDSAT data
will be applied to test site 5, .and also at least
one additional scene in test sites 2, 3, and 5,
will be analyzed to determine the effect of sea-
sonal and other-changes in these scenes,
2) The optimum technique or mix of techniques: for analysis
of the LANDSAT data wi17 be evaluated for use on the
Texas coast.
3) Design of the LANDSAT-based mon^ta!^ing system wi17 be
completed for testing during the summer..
4.D S^GN^FICANT RDSULTS
The most significant ADP result during this quarter was the modi-
fication of the DAM package to produce classified printouts, scaled
and registered to U.S.^.S „ 7 1/2 minute topographic maps from LAPSYS-
type classification files... tdith this modification, all the powerful
scaling and registration capabilities of .DAM became available for
_multi-class. classification files such as those produced by LARSYS-and
BLLTAB (Section 3.1.2},
The most. significant results with respect to image interpretation
have been the application of -the,mapping techniques to a..new, more
complex area (test - site 2}, and the refinement of an-image interpretation
^^	 procedure.. which should yield the best results (Section 3.3,2).
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_	 5.0 PUBLICATIONS
,f
^.`	 The ADP classi-Fication o^F the Austwell quadrangle i n site 3; generated
by the procedure reported in this progress report, will be processed
by 5eiscom Delta, Inc. o^F Houston, Texas, during this next quarter.
Seisco ►^ Delta, Inc. will produce a sample color photographic product,
at a reduced scale and prepare a price list so that this option will
be available to Texas agencies who plan to access the ADP classification.
procedure for LANbSAT data developed by this investigation through
the Texas Natural Resources In^ormatian System (TNRIS).
6.D RECOMMENDATIONS	 '
None.
7,0 FUNDS EXPENDED
GENERAL LAND 4FFIGE (GLD)
Lobar	 $ 6,909.00
3
Oyer^ead	 6.90:
a
.Travel	 163.04	 ;
i
TOTAL EXPENDITURES REIMBURSED DURING TFiE
3rd QUARTER	 ^ 7,078.94	 I
.	 BUREAU OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY (BEG)
Labor
	 $	 0	 -
materials &Supplies	 0
.
Equipment	 fl
Travel	 O
TOTAL EXPENDITURES REIMBURSED DURING THE
-3rd QUARTER	 $	 D
r
^"	 ^	 ^	 ..	 E
f 	 ^^	
- -
	
- 	
__
_E	
.
i
r
.-	 TEXAS PARKS & l^II^DLIFE DE^ARTMCI^T ^TPWD) -
E 	 ^,
c- 
c i	 Labor $	 0
Mat^r^als &Supplies 0
Travel p
TOTAL EXPENDITURES REIMBURSED DURING THE
3rd QUARTER $	 O
TEXAS 4tATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD (TWDB)
Labor $ 2,822.00
Computer 400.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES REIMBURSED DURING THE
3rd QUARTER $ 3,222.00
CONSULTING SERVICES
Dr. John A. Schell $	 678.96
TOTAL EXPENDITURES REIMBURSED DURING THE i
3rd-QUARTER $	 678.96
CUMMULATIVE TOTAL EXPENDITURES REIM-
BURSED DURING THE 3rd QUARTER ...............$10,979.90
.^
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8.0 RATA-USE AS OF FEBRUARY 29, 1975
IMAGERY
Account #G23790
Amount
CCT
Account ^G 63790
Amount
AIRCRAFT
Account ^G W3790
Amount
Value of Rata $2,900.00 $5,400.00 $9,588.00
Allowed
Value Ordered $1,465.00 $2,000.00 $9,564.00
Value Receiveal $1,274.00 $	 600.00 $9,564,00
BALANCE $1,435.00 $3,400.00 $	 24.00
_	 9.0 AIRCRAFT DATA
The NASA aircraft photography has assumed greater importance with
the development of the image interpretatinn sequence (_Section 3...3.2,
Table 3). It serves to familiarize the interpreter with the study
area so that reasonable-line. boundaries can be drawn and classification
decisions made. In an operational system the 1:120,000 photography of
',	 the entire Texas coastal. zone (Mission 300, February, 1975). - would fulfill
thus function. The NASA aerial. photography also is being used in the
verification proce^ur^ and wi17 be the primary tool-for analysis of
classification and boundary accuracy as study flf each scene is completed.
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APPENDIX A
SUBRpUTTNES MODIFIED TN DAM TO PR4 pUCE PRINTER MAPS
SGALEp AND REGISTERED TO U.S.G.S. 7 T/2 MINUTE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS.
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D{34200--p 2*SCAL.E. RpGLAS
1 SUl'1ROJJTIEJE	 itDCL .AS(ILDI5K ► I5D4vLOrISC] t^titlrNXWb)
2 C^k**THIS 5Ul3^tOUTINE J7EAD5 A LAF25Y5 CL.ASSIFICATIPrJ FILE
3 C***AJvb RETtIRPJ5 CLASSIFICATION RE51lLTS FOR LINE ILbiSK
"	 4 GIMEtdSIOrI PJXWJ7{4U44) ► IDATAt1440) rNPTS ( ^-) rLSTARTI4) vf~END(4)
5 *I5TAf?T(4) ►
 TE!Jnt4)
6 J7ATA Jl1MP^T15A`d/Or{314/
7 DEI"IIJF XCCTt5nTSK)=ISDISJC+iJSAM-1)/NSAM
$ IF	 tJCJ`•1i'3 .ECJ.1)	 GO	 TO	 14
9 J1rhAP=1
14 saCC7L0=i^fA^CiJ (XCCI^(TS()^1LD-^1) r 1)
11 FJCCTJJI=r^SIf10 txC{:Ti I5D';JJ-tI•^1) .^•)
12 C***ftEAC^ Hf.ArikR RECO^US FROM LARSYS FILES
13 qO 5 P1CCT=M1JCCTC.UrNCCTE[I
15 R^ s^p lrlC7iJIT)
	
!`1xwJ7(1)
lb RFAi}trJl1NIT)
	
NXWI7(1)
17 REA!')tJJtIiJIT) 	 NX1'1Di1)
18 READtN[I[JIT)	 i'JXtJS](1)
19 READ{r!CJEJiT)
	
rNXeJD{II rl^l•14)
20 G^**SANG FIGL.D I[JFUR'^ATION
21 rJPTS [!•iecT } -Nxwn c l )
22. LSTAr2T{NCCT}=NX^+D[C^)
23 LEt10 t t JCCT) =NX°rJD { 71
2^ ISTAftT (NCCT) ="lX^:b t 9 )
25 5	 IJ=t1D[MCCT)=f+iXl9f1(14)
2b C***FILL LIME 'rJITt• t	 +PrO DATA+	 FLAGS
27 it]	 [70 20	 I=1x4044	 '
2$ 20	 NX'^rD{I}-+00000+
29 C***LOCATE REG1t1E5TED DATA ON CLASSIFIGATION FILES
'	 30 DO 54 NCCT=NCCTLOrNCCTHI
31 NUWIT=.4+NCCT
32 IF (ILDISK.LT.LSTART{NCCT).OR.ILbISK.GT.LEND(NCCT)? GO TO 5d
33 Cox**READ A CLASSII= IED LINE
34 J=IJPTS ([JCCT )
35 34	 Ri^AD( [ltJ;lITrtND=54)	 ILINE ► (IDATA ( I)rI=1rJ)
36 IF•{^LItiE.LT.ILDISK) 	 GO TO 34
37 C***IIJSERT CC,ASSIJ= IE() DATA INTO NXWD
38 J^4
39 KK-ISTART{NGCT)kNSArd*tNCCT^l)
µ0 LL=IE:ND{NCCT)^NSAM*fNCCT..1}
41 [?O 44 I-KK r LL
42 J^J+1
43 46	 !VXt^;C){I3=IbATA(^)
44 50	 GO^dTTNUE
45 RETUrtsJ
46 C**^RE^vIWD FIC.ES AND RESET JC)MP FC.AG
47 ErJTRY RE5ETJ
4J3 JU^lp.O
49 AO 64 Nt:CT=NGCTLOrNGCTHI
54 NUrJIT_2+J-+!NCCT
5i b4	 REMIND NUNIT
52 RETURN
53 END
,j
1
^^,IGII^^
A ^ { ^--
,i
^i
^
Dl3G2UO -02 *SCnLE^^[APtrraT
E	 1 SUC^ROUTIrJE IAAPFtPJT(KERR}
2 C [EHS)
3 C TIiIS 5Ut3ROUTINE REGISTERS ERTS M5S DATA FOR.
^	 4 C DAM..PRTCLASS.
5 C
5 C
7 C T^iiS SUt3R{3UTINE CALLS TWE FOLLOVIING EXTERNAL SUBROUTINES/FUNCTIONS?
8 C NITNDr
9 C 5Y;^1Tnii
1U C TICG^I`I
11 C RDCLAS
L2 C
13 IPJGLUhE K[!t•1XaT ► LIST
14. INCLUDE KOl^IDrLI5T
15 IMCLUEIE KU^^CTLrLIST
16 IrfC-LLJ€^1W KQrdCCT+LIST
17 IhrGLU[)E; KOtr^fAPrLIST
ld IiJCLUDE KOMALT'+LIST
19 IlJCLIJ[lC KQti15YMr.LIST
20 [1ATA IOUT />;/ 	r^	 OUTPUT TAPE OF CLASSIFIED DATA
21 DI!•^ErJ;IU^J	 NX4;!7{4ElUU)
22 D It+^F_rJSiUPI	 I5PSY61(1120 )
23 E]I!'MEriSIGtJ LINEh^T(43
24 L3ATA LlfvFtlT/^ {1XrI1r1XrJ4r1`^NNA1rJ4) r/.
Z5 DATA JDOLAR/^^*/
26 ItdCLUDE TAPCARrLIST	 fJ DEFINE PROCEbURE5 FOR TAPE CORRECTION
27 IracLUDE NiTA8rLi5T	 r>t DEFINE PROCIrpIfRE TO COMPUTE ALT PRINT UNIT NUMBERS
2.$. ItICLUDE DIGITSrLIST .	fc7 DEFINE PROCEDURES FOR DIGIT EXTRACTION
29 C
30 C
31 C GENE[tATE TABULAR DATA
32 C
33 hl I TLO=q
34 i^IiTHI,U
35 IIJCLLIDE NITROT+LIST
36 h1I T;[t
37 NUNIT=^JTAaa (NIT)
3$ CALL ^VITIIOGII`JITrNUNIT3
39 CALL SYr^JTAB(NITrNUNIT3
NFU CALL TICGEM{KERR^NIT.NUNIT)
^F1 C
42 C
43 C IrJITIALIZE !ti'INDO,d
44 C
45 ILP:'JI N-vJLPMIAI
46 ILPYl:1X=^:LI '4AX
^F7 I5PtJI"J=IVSPMIN
48 ISPWAX=«SPtAAX
^9 ILPTIC=U
5U ISPTIC=O
51 LVLTIC=+
52 C
53 C '
5^i C EIREAK ;JItJDO'rJ INTO SUB-WINDOWS
..
55 C
S6 I5PMOD=MOD{(ISP^+rAX—ISPWIN)r124)+1
^^ +^,I.
^lr^
j
^d.^
A
'Ili	 '!i
^_
J^
ci 171 ENRFILE IOIJT172 CALL RESETJ
173 RETURN
174 C
175 C
176 C
177 C
I78 C
179 C
180 C
181 SUE^tiOUTIt^EF GETIC
182 J'lTICK,NTICK+1
183 ILi•'TIC=FLt^{pOriR,LOCTiC(NTiCK}}
184 ISPTIC=FLT{1Br12rLOCTIC(NTICK)}
1B5 FLf3(Or6rLtlLTIC)=FL{]t3OtO6^LOCTIC{NTICK}?
1R6 iiETUKtN
1R7 C
188 C
189 C
.
.194 C
191 C
.192 C
193 SLE[lltGlJTIfdE	 SA^"SCL
144 99 FbR^"AT{7Xr124Ii)
195 ISJ'tlLp=lSPllLO
196 U{1 Q4t3 NIT-NIT1_brPIITHI
197 NUPJI7=*ITA9 {NIT)
1913 ISPNHITMIi:O{{7SPNL0+123}rISPWHI)
199 J)O	 1000	 I=ISP^ILb, ISPNFJI
-20.0 3.000 IF	 (F--ISP'rlltlf1.OT.(!3	 ISPSYl1(I—ISPJrJIN+l)=I/11)00
201 1'JFITE{FIUNIT ► 49y	 [ISPSYM(I—ISPWTpl^•1)rI=fSPMLOrfSPNHI}
2[12 i3O 100 I=f^PNLOrISPNHI
2d3 100 IF	 ( f—ISPt^lII^E+1 . 0T.O1	 ISPSYtA { I—ISPt^[ fN+l}=[I-1000*{ I/3.000})/100
204 llRITE{PIUtlIT ► 94J	 (ISJ'SYM(I—ESP4VIN+1)rI=fSPNLOrTSPNHI}
2f1S UO 10 I=ISPNLO r ISPNJiI
20b 10 IF	 {I — ISP^.vft^J+1.6T.0)	 ISJ^SYM(I^ISPWIN+1}=(I-100*(I/100})/10
207 ►^+PITE{tIUNITr99)	 {ISPSYM(i—ISPWIN+1) ► I=ISPNLU.ISPNHI}
208 t?O 1 Y =ISPNLOr TSPNHI
204 1 IF	 {I—ISJy:^fIN+1.G7.0}	 ISPSYM{i..ISPWINti}=I-1U^{I/10)
210. 1.1RITE{NUNITr99)	 (ISPSYM(I—ISPWTN+1) ► I-ISPNLBrISPNHI}
211 94a ISPNLO=ISPPlHI+1
212 uO 999 I=ISPWLOrISP.WHI
213 999 IF {I —iSPWIN^i.^T.0)	 I5P5YM{I—ISPWIN+1}---0
214 RETURN
X15 C
216 C
217 C
.
218 C
214 c
220 C
221 5UE3ROUTINE LINOUT
222 C
223 C J_ObK UP COUNT SYMF1bLS
224 C
225 WRITE [ I4UT)	 {fSPSYM{I — ISPtYINa^1 } rI=ISPWLOrISPI^JHY)
226 J7O 150 I=ISP^lLO,ISPWHI
227 ISPCNT=MINO{ISPSYM(I—ISPWIN41}r{KSYJdSZ-1)}
i
i
a
7
.^^ _ ^^
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s^
j
;,
t•
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^_ 1
.,
e	 9
115 C
116 C SLAW DENSITY PIXELS
1]7 C
118 32D I50i5K=i51}ISK+f
119 P;lyO-r•;l'JI1+1
12D 326 iF I ISDTSK.GT.ISq',•tFII }	 GO TO 400
i21 GO TO 31D
122 C
123 C
124 C JiEGISTEJZ FIi{ST	 + Nf) DATA + 	PIXEL
125 C
126 35D ASCOR=XA5C[1R(1=LOATIISFIISK)J
127 I5PI^CPI4J*ALCOIt+CPt5}*ASCOtt+CPI6)
1213 iF(IS^ISK.GT.D)	 GO TO 360
129- IS[IISK=1
13a N^rt?=1
131 C
132 C
133 C SCAN-+NO QRTA + PIXELS
134 C
135 36a ISOI5K=I5oISK+1
136 Nt;B=Ars^l()+1
137 355 IF(I50I5K.GT.I5Qi4Hi} 	 GO TO 39D
138 IF	 (PJXP1p IrJl^rD}. !JE=. +o0OQ0o+}	 GO TO	 38D
:39 GO TO 360
k'^0 C
i +ii C
I42 C i2EGI5TER STkI'dG OF + NO QATA + I^IXE=LS
143 C
134 33D ASCOFt=XASCOR(FLOAT(ISpISK-1}}	 !^ LAST E NO pATA + PIXEL
1 k5 iSP2=CI' (4I *ALC^7^++CP (5} *ASCOH+GP t6 )
'146 p4 385 i5E'RNT^iSP1siSP2
1 117 3135 IF cISPi7rdT— ISPwiNfi1.GT.0)	 ISPSYMti5PJ2NT-i5PWIN+i)=+999999
148 IF{i5Qt5K.GT.iSD^tiHI1 	 GO TD 400
149 GO TO 310
1^a t:
i5I C
162 C INCREMENT DISK LINJ' ANE: 4rRITE PRINT LINE
153 C
154 - 4DD ILQISK=ILi]T5K+1
155 ALCOF?=ILQiSK	 I?FUT^JRE CORRi=CTION
15b NLF'32WT=Cf' IS } *ALCQR+CP (3}
157 IF(NLPRNT.GT.ILPJ2NT} CALL LINOU'^
158 IF INLP;ZNT.GT.ILJ'tVAk} G0 TO 500
159 Gp TO 2aD
150 C
1fi1	 G
162	 C FOOT SU6—l^rI(^I[]OS^lS
Lb3 —	 C
I64	 -500 CALL SAIJSCL
165	 C
.165	 C
iE,7	 $OD COfJTINUE
1b8	 titiRITEtJJUNIT.J3D5)
16.9.	 805 FORMATt + D+/6X. +, *SEE UNIT a FOR Ll?GENJ7*^ + }	 .
17D	 C
3a—.^	
^n
j^.
57
5fi
59
00
61
62
63
64
65
6b
07
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
AO
Al
82
03
84
f35
tS6
87
as
A9
90
?i
92
^3
9^
95.
95
97
9 E3
99
100
l0i
102
1R3
I04
ins
lOb
I07
1OS
1D9
LIO
1'11
112
-113
r=1.^7(r:S.nrLI^JF'•?T{31;=r•i_nctJ^]"arUflU;a^a{I'^PrdOf`) ) 	 • .
FL(1 112"0, L I^JF'rT (3 f ? -I"L^1 { u n, "},,ITEI^S I ISPMOEI). f 	 ,
FLO{15^urLINF^^Tf;S) }=FLD( OOra ,JOfJE.S(ISPMO[)} )
pn ^pn NITLO-krrJlT#•1Ax,r^ALT r4
t,IT}lI ='+Itln ({METED+4"ALT'^^i } ,NITMAX )
Ir^'CL[ ! t7f" liITF{OTrLIST
ALCOit=r C { 1) * IL1^t1IN+PC { ^ }
ILDISK=ALCOii 	 f) FUTURE: CORRECTION
ALCOit-ILDISK	 ^ FUTl3r7E CORRECTION
I LPRrvF=CP t 1 } *AE.GOR+CP { 3 )
ISPi7l.0=I5P4VI(J+124* (NITLO — i }
I5'[!lil-h^I[JO ((iSP4JIN^12 rF^NI7HE •-1 } r ISPCtfAX)
fJTICH=O
CALL GF_TIC
C
C
G liEAl7 SUE;—ti•JINDOWS	 9
C
DO iw0 WFT=NETLO,NITHI
	 ^
faEUdl T=rITA"3 t NI T )
GALL N.ITFIf^G{fvITrPJUNIT)
140 COraII^IU
CALL 5Ar^7SGL
C
C
G CDMPUTE FIRST/LAST DENSITY SAMPLE=S
C
200 RSCOi:=PC{4)*ILPprJT+AC{5)^xISPI^lLO+pC(6)
ISO1•JL0=XA5f15lt { ASGOR ),
A5C0{i=PG{r41*ILPRNTtPC( 5)*{ISPWHI+1}+PCI6) j
I504JIi I=XASp Si((ASCOR } +1.0
G
C	 ^
c READ [3ENSITY LirJE
C
CALF. RDGLA5fILDISlCrISOt'JLOrISAWHIrNXWAJ
C
G
G LOCATE FIRST 17ENSITY PIXEL
C
I°,L3ISK=ISDti•Jt^0
N4iDL0^I50°rJLO
N4J{?=tl4:OLO
Pr4•lE}HI = I51)1•JNI	 ^
iF{I51]ISfC.LT.1) GO TO 350
C	 3
^	 i
C SCRE=E=N PIXEL DENSITY
G	 i
310 IF IlVXII!) ( JdtJD) .fcQ. + 000000 1 ) ' GO TO 350
C
C
C REGISTER/C9U[JT SCREENED P4XELS
C
A^C4F;^Xli5C0i2IF1w0AT(ISElI5K) 1 	 ^ i
I5P{iN'f=CP(4}^ALCORfCP{5}^ASCOR+CPi6} 	 ?
IF {ISPRrJT-ISPt^IN+i.GT.0) iSPSYMtISPf•tt<lT^ISP1JIMfi)^NXWD^NWD)
s
-	 ^
i
i	 ^	 ^	 i	 I	 I
223 150	 IF	 (I-ISP4JiIJ+S.GT.0)	 ISPSY(•][I-ISPI^IN+1)=KSYM(ISPCNT+i)
224 GO Ta 3(l0
230 C
231 C
232 C t3LAP^K OUT LItiE SKIPPEd FOR SCALING
233 C
234 2b() d0 250 I= Ir,PkLn.ISPl71dT
23S 2^'3	 IF	 (I-ISP^JIN+I.GT.b)	 ISpSYt^t(i-ISPWIN+1)=+
236 C
237 C
233 C INSERT TICK tAARKS
239 C
240 300 IF(ILnT1C.GT.ILPtttJ7)
	 GO Tb 400
241 IF (I5!^SYt1 {ISPTIC-ISP;,IIN+i) . EQ n +	 1 }	 GO TO -330
2 +^2 IF! ISpSY.'•1{ISPTIC- • ISPIVItJ+i} .NE. r : ► )	 Gb TO S50
243 IF (I ;PSYtJ{ISPTIC-ISP;IIN) .Mb. + : + )
244 i	 ISPSYt•1{ISPTIC•-ISPLJIN}=r 	 .r
245 IF(I51^5Ytd{ISPTIC-ISPwIN+2).EQ.r:r)
2+i6 i	 ISPSY'^(ISPTIC-ISPtiJIN+2)- ► 	 r
247 - 33n IF	 tISP'fiC-ISPti'7IN+1.G^.0)	 ISPSYM(iSPTIG-iSPWiN+i)=LVLTiC
248 350 CALL CETIC
2++9 GO TD 300
250 4bb CDNTI^IUE
25i C
252 C
253 C W}ZITE 5U13•-l^lINI)bt! PRINT LIh1F
254 G
25S I5PNL0=ISvIdLO
25o d0 S40 IJIT=NITLbrPJIT}{I
257 ML'!1IT^PlT!•.0 {NIT)
25$ ISPNt1I=h1IN.b.({ IS)3NL0+123) r.ISPWHI )
259 iF((taIT.E^J.NIT+•^AX).ANf7.{iSPh]OO.LT.1Z2})
	
GO TT 53'0
260 l'iRITE:(NUNTTra2n)	 NITrTLPRNTr
2f^i 1	 (ISP5Yi^1(I—I5Pt1I . N+1J r I^ISPNLOr ISPNHii rJdbLAR
262 52(l FORMATt1XrI1r1XrJ4r12SA1)
2fi3 GO TO 540
264 530 t^RITElh1U13iTrLINFh1T}	 NITrILPFtNTr
265 i	 (ISPSYM(I—I5P:+lIN+i)eI=ISPNLbrI5PNHIJriLPRNT
266 540	 ISptlL0=25??1)il+i
26P IF{KSYE)IT,Fa.O}	 GO TO 700
2623 C
269 C
270 C OVERPRINT SYh1+3CL5
27i C
272 l70	 6^f)	 1([3IT=t1r^ ► I^5YF3ITr6
273 d0 610 Y=ISP:lLQriSP1^IHI
274 6i0	 IF	 (I-I5t':fIN+1.GT.0)
275 1 FLdcnn, 6r i5P5YAs{I -ISPw^N+i))=FLb{KBITr6.I5PSYM{i-iSPWiN+i)}
.270- ISPfJL0=I5P1•1L0
277 dd fi40 NIT-NITLOrNITHI
278 h:11NIT="!TA(3 (NIT)
279 ISRt11 iI =i-0INO ((I SPNLbfii23) v I5°llHl}
280 V!R ITC ('^U(JIT r 62^ )
281 1	 (I5F'SYh1{i-ISp'^JIN+1)r.I=ISPNl.OrISPNHI)
282 620 FORbiAT(r+rr6Xr124Ai}
283 bon	 IS!'NI_O=ISPA1r{i+i
2134 660 COf1TiNUE.
RE^^OTxL^C^^+'^ 4F
p^,^GIl^TAL p
A^^ IS P(^
^^ -^
I
f:'^
c{
2A5	 C
zap	c
2&7	 C INCREJ^IENT PEZINT LIrJ2
tae	 C
2f19	 ..700 ILPRi^JT=ILPRNT+f
290	 I^th1LPRNT.GT.TLPRNT} Go Ta 20t]
241	 C
292	 C
29^	 C R^IJdITIALiZE LINE
294	 C
295	 L'0 750 IMiSPW!»Or ISPWfiE
29G	 750 iF tI
—ISPWIN+I . GT.4) ISPSYMtI—ISP1tiiN+},)r0
297	 f:JwT^Rt•J
29a	 E^ld
fJPRTr5 SCALE.RpCLAS

Ve^etatian Sampling . for ^ANDSAT_Data
	
^'	 prepared by Larry Lodw^ck
	
^^	 Texas Parks and 4^i i dl ife Department.
x^tT^taDUCTZOu
In an effort to obtain quantitat^.ve ground data an, the plant communities
as defined by LA.NDSAT Telemetry, a sampling system which will allow a quick,
yet quantitative analysis of the communities needs to be developed.. .The p.ro.-
aedure should be adaptable to the various communities present, f^rr^m mud flats,
with only sparse vegetation cover to salt marshes, - being predominately grasses
or grass--like plants, to wood^.ands.
The most efficient sampling system for large areas would be the point inter-
cept measurement of cover. This has several advantages in that 1) it gives
an indication of biomass (especially if height of the vegetation is known);.
2) it can be used for all growth forms, from bryophytes to tree canopies; and
3) it can be adapted fox the size of the community t q be sampled (i.e., paints
farther apart far Larger vegetation types). Although widely .spaced points tend
to reduce the prec^ ,sion of the measurements, it does serve as more rapid measure-
, ment .than other sampling techniques (Mueller-bombo.is and E^.lenberg, 1974}.
From the data obtained by the cover method, it is possible to designate
plant associations which could be related to-the various . images interpreted
"	 by LANDSAT.
I^^AT^RTALS AND METHODS
An advantage to sampling cover as opposed to other parameters is the small
amount of equipment required for field sampling. The required materials cvn-
sist of a tape measure with a minimum length of 25 meters (or 25 yards), a mater
{or yard) stick, tally sheets (figure 1) far the sampling data and a plant press
for collecting those plants which the.invest^.gator is unfamiliar with.
The method for data collection is as follows:
l) Prior to going into the field the sampling site should be located
using the LANDSAT printout to determine the appra^imabe center of
	 '
the vegetation type to be sampled. This point should then be lo-
	 ^
cated, an a topographic map (U.S . G.S.) or - low altitude photograph.
7
2) Using the topographic snap yr photograph, locate the sampling site
	
.	 on the ground, setting a stake at the center point. The tape
measure should then be extended first to the north, then south,
east, and west of the center point (preferably with the use of a
compass) tb a distance of 25 meters or 3rards (figure 2). The pur-
pose of determining the location and direction of the transacts
prior to beginning v£ sampling is to reduce the bias of the roves--	 ^
tigatar.
^^^ ^
`^ '	 )
^^II!
3) At 25 evenly spaced paints in each of the faun directions from the
center point, preferably at 1 meter (ar yard) intervals, all species.
directly above or below the points should be identified and ^.ts
height, measured with the meter (or yard) st^.ck (which, in the case
of trees, may be estimated), recorded on the tally sheet. (figure 3
and 3a}. Fare sail, without vegetation, ^hauld also be rtcarded
and treated as a species. This will enable arse to aasess the bare
ground {mud flats, dredge spoil, etc.). Those plant species in
which the investigatar is unfamiliar should be collected, pressed,_
and sent ire for identification. Prefera^sly the collection should
consist of two or three individuals pressed separately with flowers
{ar fruits) and roots. These should be pressed. =^^^?a^°^a to "^ e
Information as to the sampling site,
sail type, soil wetness (tidal marsh, dry uplands, standing water,
etc.) should be recorded. The unknown plants should be numbered
and the number Listed on the tal3.y sheet in place of the name.
After the giant is identif ied, the number should be replaced by
the correct name.
4) The information on the tally sheet should include the name of the
investigatar, to the transect line number (as related to the map},
the bearing of the line (north, south, east, ar west}, the date,
and the amount of inundation at the time of the sampling (i.e.,
dry land, mud, standing water, etc.).
5) ^7ne copy of each field sheet s3-ioul3 thwn be sent to Austin for
evaluation. and analysis of the punt associations.
6} After several sites have been investigated, any problems encoun-
tered need to be discussed to determine what .changes in the pro-
cedures might be made to a1lev^ate the problems.
Reference
M^e^ler- pombais, Dieter, and E1^enberg, FEeinz, X974, Alms
and Methods o-^ Vegetation Ecology: John Wiley and Sons,
New York, 547 p.	 - -
,T	
^	 ^	 .^.
VEGETATION SORVEY
Investigator	 Date	 Line	 Bearing
Level of Inundation
Sampling Points
_.
Figure 1. Sample tally sheet far recording ground cover.
n^.
r-^1 E
S
figure 2. Sample area for the measure of the paint intercept
method. After reaching a predetermined sampling site,
select the center point and with the use of a compass,
record those species which occur at 25 regular inter-
vals (preferably one meter intervals) direct,y north,
south, east, and west of the center point.
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l4fYRICA	 'rYPHA SCIRPUS LY7NRUM SPARTWQ SALI
CERIFERA Ull'IFOLIA AM. 	 NQI	 PA'Cl=NS NlGR
Figure 3. A schematic representation of a wetland vegetation
type containing seven species.
3^
VEGETATION SURVEY
Investigator L. Lodaick	 Date 14 Jan. 1976
	
Line	 001
	
Bearing Irorth
Level of Inundation Dry Around
Sampling Pointe
0 of
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 A 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 I7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 E	 is
Scirpus Americana 2m ,gr. y
Lythrum sp.	 # 1 2m ^m 2m 2m 4
Taxodium distichum .5m
.5m
,5m
.5m
4
Myrica cerifera
•2m
.2m
i.2 Im lm 5
Spartina patens 2m 2m 2m 3
Typha	 latifolia 2m 2m 2m 3
Sa]ix nigra
__
^.5n
.Sm
4m 4m 4m 5
Exposed soil X Y. ' X 3
y
Figure 3a. A tall , sheet with the data for the
association shown in Figure 3.
.
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LANDSAT COVERAGE OF Ti^E TE5T SITES 2, 3, 4, 5
FOR LAidDSAT INVESTIGATION n23790
`	 ACQUISITION C^.OUD
STATUS SCENE TD HATE COVER QUALITY
Test Site 2:
Summer:	 Jane -August
2 1,037,-	 16251. 08/29/72 20% 8888
1343 - 16253 Q7/01/73 20% 8888	 ^
1361 - 16252 07/19/73 20% 8888
.	 2,	 4 1703 - 16175 06/26/74 10% 8858	 ^
Fall:	 Sept.	 -Nov.
2 1073 - 16251 10/04/72 30% 8888
Winter:
	
Dec..-Feb. ^
2 1217 - 16261 02/25;73 20% 888$	 ^
2 1505 - 16230 12/10/73 00% 2822
1 1901	 -	 16110 01/10/75 10% 8808
1,	 3 2375 -	 161 .12 02/01/76 00%
2 1576 -- 16152 02/19/7q- 00% 8888
S ran	 Niar.	 - i^ay
- 1253 - 1 . 6262 04/02/73.. 20% 8888
,a
2, 4 1289..--	 16261 05/08/73 00% 8888
2 2051 - 1 X1 40 03/14/75 00% 8855
2 5027 - 160.50 05/16/75 10% 5588
^^-
^_	 _	
---
_
}ACQUISITION CLOUD
STATUS SCENE IO DATE COVER UALITY
{ Test Site 3:
Simmer: June -Aug.
1343 - 16253 07/Oi/73 20% 8888
1351 - 16252 07/l9/73 20% 8888
103$ - 16305 08/30/72, 20°/ 8888
1362 - 16305 08/30/72 20% $$88
2, 4 1703 - 16175 06/26/74 10% 8858
Fall; Sept. -Nov.
1092 - 16312 10/23/72 20% 8888
- 1110 - 1&313 ll/l0/72 00°,b 8588
1452 - 16291 10/l8/73 00% 7828
Winter: Dec.	 -Feb.
2, 4 1146 - 16314 12/16/72 00% 8888.
11'64 - 16312 O1 /!7.3/73 l0% 8888
1182 - 16313 01/21/73 00% 8888
2, 4 2034 - 16200 02/25/75.. 00% 8$88
2^'ll fi - 16200 02/07/75 10% 5888
2 1578 - 16264 02/21/74 l0% 8282
Spring:.. Mar. -May
1253' ifi262 04/02/73 2J% 8888
1289.- 16261 05/08/73 00% 8888.
1.236 - 16320. 03/16/73. 10% 8$88
: 1290.- 16315 05/09/73 00% 8888
1308 - 16314 05/27/73 20 ^ 8888
2, 4 1614 --	 1 .6261 03/29/74 10% 8888
3c^^^^
i
^ACQUI5ITI0N ^ CLOUD
^	
^	
,
-	 STATUS SCENF ID DATE COVFR QUALITY	 .
2, 4 1614 -16261 03/29/74 7OI 8888	 ,
1974 -- '6133 03/28-//5 001 8858
2 5028 - 1 s104 D5/17/75 10 °^ Ss85
Test Site 4:
.Summer: Jun e - Aug.
2 1326 - 16315 06/14/73 101 8888
`	 2 1740 - 76225 08/02/74 201 8888
7758 - 16221 ^	 08/20/74 201 8888
2,	 3 5082 ^ 1.6080 07/10/75 10l 8$88.
Fall:	 Sept.	 -Nov.
2 1092 - 1.6314 1 0/23/72 7 Ol 8888
1110 , - 16320 1110/72 101 8888
1452 -	 16293 10/18/73 101 8828
: Winter:	 Qec.	 - Fe6.
2, 4 1146 - 16320 12/16/72 201- 8888	 ^
1164 - 16315 01 /0'1/73 201 8888
2, 3 1182 - 16315 01/21/73 001 8888
2016 - 16202 02/07/75 001 5885	 a
2,	 3 2034...- 16202 02/25/75. 001 8888	 j
5prin^:	 Mir. -May
^^
1236 - 16323 03j16/73 7_^1 8888
1254 - 16323 04/03/73 101 8888	 `^
1290 - 16321 05/09/73 201 88$8	 r
^^ r
 ^-
cLaun
BATE COVER QUALITY
05/27/73 10°/° 8888
03/24/75 10°f 8858
05/17/75 10°1 5588
07/20/73 20^ 8888
08/07/73 . 20^ 88$8
07/15/74 20l 8888
o8/az/74 1 af ss88
88/20/74 1©^ 8888
11/10/72	 1Ol	 8888
09/07/74
	
20^
	 5855
ACQu1^sITToN
STATt^S SCENE rn
^;	 2 ^ 308 - 163?.0
2 1974 ^	 16135
.5028 -	 16111
Test Site 5:
Summer:	 3une -Rug.
X362 - 16sT5
1380 - 1.6314
i 722 -- 16235
2, 3 1740 - 16231
2 1758 - 16223
Fali:	 Sept.	 -	 Nov.
2 1110 - 16322
2 1776 - 16215
tinter:
	 nec.	 -Feb.
2, 3
	 1182 - 16322 x;1121/73 00^ 8€^88
7506 - 16293 12/11!73 1 Ol 8888
2, 3	 2034 - 16205 02/25/75 OOI 8888
10/1 8/73 20^ 8888
. Spring .; Mar.	 - {^^ay
1h14 --16270 03/29/74- 20^ 8888
1;974 - 16142. 03/:24/75... 10^ 8888
2670 - 16203 04/02/75 20% 85$8	 ^
2	 1290 - 15324 n^^nai^^ ^n^ ^^s^Q
-^
^ d - ^a^
'^ 	 i	 I	 I,
K
f.+^
t ;:
c
ACQUISITIOf^ STATUS
1	 imagery an Order
Z	 Imagery on Hand
3	 Tapes an Order
4	 Tapes on Hand
0
